
FIDUCIARY DUTIES 
Fiduciary relationship exists b/w A & B. Trustees/beneficiaries 
(Keech) Directors of companies (Regal Hastings) Partnerships 
(Chan + Glavanics) Agent/principal (Boardman +Cooper) 
Solicitor/client (Farrington) Financial advisor/client (Hodgkinson) 
Guardian/ward 
BREACH- Exists a conflict of interest (only need a possibility- 
Chan) OR F has made an improper gain as a result of conflict of 
interest OR knowledge resulting from their position (Chan).   

CREATION OF EXPRESS TRUSTS 
Express trust by transfer: Change of legal & equitable title. Here, 
S create trust by transferring property to a 3rd party for benefit of a 
named B. (inter vivos or on death) 
Express trust by declaration: Change in equitable ownership but 
not legal title. Here, S become T. If created by declaration, 
COMPLETE CONSTITUTION will NOT be an ISSUE (legal title 
already in T) 
Valid trust requires 3 certainties + formalities complied with + 
no invalidating factors (Foreman) 
1. Certainty of intention? 
Requires [construction of language of trust instrument to determine] 
“manifest intention to create trust” (Armstrong) + no particular 
words necessary (Bahr). Hayes: Concrete set of steps? 
The language must be imperative/mandatory, not precatory: 
-   “trusting to her”= not create trust (Dean v Cole) 
-   “hope, confidence, wish, belief”= no (Hayes) 
-   “in full confidence that she will do what is right” = no (Re 

Adams) 
-   Conditional gift- “on understanding that” she will give shares 

to charity on her death = yes (Hayes) The elaborate scheme is 
about the shares- not the dividends. 

-   Undisclosed state of mind is irrelevant (Kendle- H executed a 
document where he held an ‘undivided half interest as tenant in 
common’ on trust for wife. Later said he never intended to 
create trust) 

Ambiguity: context may be used (Kendle). Ordinary principles of 
contractual interpretation apply (Korda) + Kendle allows the use of 
extrinsic materials.  
Inferred from conduct:  
Debtor/creditor relationship: As in Quistclose, there is a mutual 
intention that loan be used for a specific purpose [& also a separate 
a/c to hold trust money (Elizabethan Theatre Trusts) but not 
determinative (Stephens)]. Although a primary trust exists for the 
benefit of [intention], a secondary trust exists in favour of the lender 
to have the money repaid as the agreed purpose has failed. Here, 

first trust has failed because T withdrew the money & buying the 
equipment now is impossible to fulfil.  
BUT IF the primary trust is carried out (i.e. paid out the 
shareholders) the lender would have been left with their remedy in 
debt.  

‘Quistclose’ trust will not be inferred where it would be 
inconsistent with the contract (Fishy Bite).  

2. Certainty of subject-matter? 
Bs must be able to identify the trust property (& their precise 
entitlement if fixed). NOT mere expectancy- subject to change.  
Must be capable of being interpreted with certainty (Re Golay) 
-   Declaration of 5% of shares of one class in one company is 

sufficiently certain (Hunter) BUT would lack certainty if the 
settlor owned shares in different companies with different classes 
(and did not specify) 

-   “the share of my father’s estate that I will receive when he dies” = 
NO 

-   “My House in Turner” & “my bank account at Westpac”= YES 
-   “The bulk of my residuary estate”= NO (Simmonds) 
-   “reasonable income”= YES held that it could be objectively 

determined what reasonable is by the trustees (Re Golay) 
A declaration of trust of 220,000 shares of a total share capital of 
1.5M is sufficiently certain (White). Held trust over the entire fund 
in proportions of shares- Although rejected reasoning in Hunter, no 
need to discern which shares of the total 1.5M are on trust for B  
3. Certainty of objects? 
Must be identifiable persons entitles to benefit from trust (Morice). 

1. For ‘persons’ or ‘purposes’? 
*Indicator: is it possible for all Bs to grow up & get together to end 
trust! 
“To pay the school fees of the children of S while both at school OR 
For my children’s education, health and general welfare = Persons 

TRUSTS FOR PEOPLE 
Is it fixed or discretionary? [Is it TP/MP] 

FIXED 
No discretion as to choice of Bs. NB: in absence of specification, 
equitable maxim of equality will mean that Bs get equal share. 

List certainty- List of possible objects is capable of compilation 
(Boradway Cottages) BUT exception if it is practically 
impossible to create a complete list, a substantial majority of Bs 
identified will be sufficient & no further inquiries can be made 
(Weston- gift ‘to divide the balance equally amongst 
descendants over 21 years living at the death of my 
grandparents’) BUT the exception is NSW authority.  

DISCRETIONARY 

POA: Is it a TP or MP? 
Per Wilberforce J in McPhail: a trustee with a TP is required to 
make a wider & more systemic survey of the range of possible 
objects than a T exercising a MP. 

IF TP: Trust is valid if possible to determine whether any individual 
falls with the class of Bs -> concerned with ‘conceptual/semantic’ 
not evidential certainty AND must be administratively workable (Re 
Gulbenkian + McPhail applied in Re Baden).  

-   “friends” = not conceptually uncertain in this context as there 
was an irreducible core of friends who indisputably within 
the class (Re Barlows) cf. Re Gulbenkian: “to my old friends” 
= too uncertain as there was no definition 

-   “employee, officers, ex-officers and ex-employees”= not 
conceptually uncertain (Re Baden) 

-   Classes of ‘dependents’ and ‘relatives’= not conceptually 
uncertain (Re Baden) – problems are practical/evidential, not 
conceptual 

AND must be administratively workable (McPhail) – is a fair, 
proper & sensible administration of the trust possible? Any analysis 
on classes of beneficiaries need to be on whether the class is strong! 
(Is there a clear question you can ask all potential B’s that would 
identify if they fit the class?) 
IF MP: Is the class of objects so described that it is possible to say 
that whether he or she falls within the class (Re Gulbnkian) 

Re Gulbenkian: MP is where T is not obliged to exercise the 
power but if the power is to be exercised, it has to be exercised 
in favour of the person in the balance of the class.  

TRUSTS FOR PURPOSES 
To be valid, it must be for a recognised charitable purpose (Pemsel).  
NB: Extension of Charitable Purpose Act s5 included in charitable 
purposes- provision of childcare services on a non-profit basis, open 
and non-discriminatory self-help groups, religious orders. 

STEP ONE Does the purpose fall within one of the charitable 
heads? 

(1) relief of poverty: has wide meaning (Coulthurst)  
e.g. Downing- fund directed to the children of current or former 
military personnel 

Flexible approach to poverty: Poverty is an exception to 
Oppenheim- generally assumed that a trust for the benefit of 
the poor will constitute a public benefit (Re Scarisbrick) NB 
trust for the aid of impoverished relatives is charitable (Dingle) 
BUT not upheld if for relief of named individuals. 

(2) advancement of education: has wide meaning & can mean 
education in general or specific area: 1. Law (Smith), 2. Drama 
(Shakespeare), 3. Music (Levian), 4. Archaeology (British School), 
5. Fine arts (Delius Wills) 



failures attributable to mental illness suffered by T + almost 
impossible for her to avoid hostile emotions + cost of PT against the 
trust $ (Titterton).  
ASK: How long until they all are 18 and can terminate (Saunders) 

TERMINATION OF TRUSTS 
Revocation: As provided in the trust doc (Mallot) 
Termination by the beneficiaries: Bs with absolute entitlements & 
capacity (i.e all of age) can terminate if all consent- doesn’t matter 
settlor’s intention is defeated (Saunders). NB: Bs of a discretionary 
trust can terminate only if all the objects of the class agree (Sir 
Moses). -> Way to get around this is to include a charity.  

EXCLUSION CLAUSES 
Exclusion clauses are construed strictly against T (Fried). 
T can be excluded from liability but not if attempting to exclude 
liability for dishonesty/bad faith (Armitage+85(2)).  
85(2)- Sup Court has discretion to relieve a T from liability if acting 
honestly & reasonably. 

REMEDIES 
Equitable remedies are never available as of right & awarded in 
court’s discretion, although most will self-select (Grimaldi). 
STEP ONE: Standing? 
B, co-trustee or successor T may sue for breach of trust. T, former T 
or stranger to T can be sued (Young). 
STEP TWO: Characterise nature of breach? 
This is a breach of trust/fiduciary duty and involves a loss/gain to 
the B and/or loss/gain to the T/F. 

B T/F Remedy 
LOSS NO GAIN Compensation 
LOSS GAIN CT OR Acc OR Comp 

NO LOSS GAIN Acc OR CT or Lien 
LOSS-BASED REMEDIES 

COMPENSATION:  
For Pure Breaches & not involving trust funds) 

NB: a breach of T’s duty of care and skill is treated as a pure breach 
of equitable duties owed (not at CL as suggested in Mothew) 
(Youyang) 
Per Nocton, D must place P in the position they would have been but 
for the breach. Look to causation. Only limiting factor is whether P 
was ‘author of own misfortune’ (Canson). In Canson, D was not 
liable as damage was result of P hiring negligent engineers (3rd 
party).  
Does the breach involve non-disclosure of material facts? D cannot 
argue that that disclosure would not have affected P’s decision to 

proceed with transaction, as court does not speculate hypotheticals 
(Brickenden). Exception: unless there is clear evidence to contrary. 
Brickenden principle will also not in McGuire situation where 
breach of F duty involved a contract between F (solicitor) and P 
(clients). The appropriate remedy was recission of contract+ 
causation is not relevant to recission.  

COMPENSATION:  
For Misappropriation of trust funds (i.e T steals funds) 

FF agrees lends money to B (100k)- to be secured by charge over 
C’s shareholding (worth 120k). FF instructs solicitor to hold 100k 
in firm’s trust and pay B on receipt of security. Solicitor fails- pays 
money to B without security. Security shares drop (40k) and B has 
fled.  Remedy for solicitors breach?  
Australian approach: Remedy is restitutionary & T must restore the 
full fund - liability arises on date of breach -> Only issue is whether 
the loss would have happened but for the breach (Re Dawson).  
Applying Re Dawson & Youyang, solicitors would be liable to 
restore full amount of fund (100k) because that was how much was 
paid out in breach of trust (debt like obligation regardless that 3rd 
parties later caused the loss). 
English approach: Target Holdings and AIB suggest that liability 
arises when it is declared by the Court and the quantum is affected 
by fluctuations in market value, third parties. Compensation like 
obligation where only loss actually suffered is recovered.   
Applying UK cases, lender would still have lost 60k, so only 
entitlesd to 40k. 
Make a difference if solicitors received security after their payment 
to B but before the price drop? 
Yes, similar to TH where TH eventually received security before 
borrower defaulted and solicitors were not liable= not able to take 
advantage of breach cf Youyang, security was never obtained.  

GAIN-BASED REMEDIES 
ACC OF PROFITS (T/F secretly profits from transaction) 

X should seek acc of profits as personal remedy against F.  
[Mechanism not to punish but strip the profit]. Profit must be 
referrable to the breach (Warman).  
Would reduce the amount by a ‘just allowance’ reflecting F’s effort 
and skill in carrying on the business i.e. P should not be unjustly 
enriched (Boardman). NB F acted honestly which will impact 
court’s discretion to award a just allowance (Grimaldi) 

Warman: F made profits over 4 years from business created in 
breach of F duty. HC held business built from breach + other 
factors (goodwill etc.). Therefore, appropriate order was order 
for initial period of business i.e. 2 years profits. 

Since BOTH an account of profits and compensation are available, 
P must elect (Warman)- P should obviously elect compensation.  

CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST (Where value of gain has increased) 
A constructive trust is likely to be awarded as of course where the 
bribe still exists in its original, or in a traceable, form, and no third 
party issue arises. (Grimaldi). 
Where value of gain increased, business ongoing etc.: Court may 
award CT. Could be over WHOLE of the assets of company, less 
just allowance (Timber Engineering) OR over PART of business 
(particular assets – difficult) 
-‐‑   For purpose of CT over business, value of business = actual 

assets (lease, stock in trade, value of goodwill) 
-‐‑   NB: in Timber, breach was ‘carving out’ new business from 

employer… beyond Warman, HP style breaches 
-‐‑   SAY: court concerned with forcing people to work together 

where rels are acrimonious (Grimaldi) 
-‐‑   ASK: will CT over business be appropriate if it forces [X] and 

[F] to work together? 
BUT where value of gain has decreased, seek equitable lien (over 
original value) (Grimaldi) (do the reasoning for CT and land on this 
conclusion!)  

CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST (Where secret commission) 
Court may impose CT over proceeds of bribe or property traceable 
from proceeds (Grimaldi – following AG for Hong Kong) 
-‐‑   NB: Constructive trust will NOT be awarded where other 

orders are capable of doing full justice (Grimaldi citing John 
Alexander case) – the displacement would become more of an 
issue the longer time goes on. 

Note automatic granting of CT in UK where secret commission - 
FHR European Ventures (UK), courts will view the secret 
commission threshold quite strictly, but once the secret commission 
is established then happy to order a constructive trust, because the 
proceeds shouldn't be in the agents estate at all. 

TRACING 
Might be a persisting property claim. NB P has no claim against a 
BFPVWN (Foskett) + available against third parties not BFPVWN 
Process of identifying property to which P retains a proprietary right 
(Boscawen). Tracing rules applies to other property, not just money 
(Stapleton) 
(1) Fid breach? Re Hallett NB Thieves hold stolen property on 
constructive trust (Freeman + Fistar) + tracing rules will apply 
robustly to stolen funds (Toksoz) 
(2) Prop must be identifiable? Can trace property into its new 
forms (Foskett). Expenses on dinner, personal services, wedding, 
gambled, entertainment, satisfaction of a debt= prop/money has been 
dissipated and a prop right no longer persists, so tracing is 
unavailable (Re Diplock)  


